
Simulation and Modeling of Wireless, Mobile and Ad HoNetworksAzzedine Boukerhe�Department of Computer SienesUniversity of North of Texas, USAEmail : boukerhe�s.unt.edu Luiano BononiyDepartment of Computer SieneUniversity of Bologna, ItalyEmail : bononi�s.unibo.it1 IntrodutionMobile ad ho networking tehnologies and wireless ommuniation systems are growing at an ever fasterrate, and this is likely to ontinue in the foreseeable future. Higher reliability, better overage and servies,higher apaity, mobility management, and wireless multimedia are all parts of the potpourri. The evolutionof new systems and improved designs will always depend on the ability to predit mobile, wireless and adho networks' performane using analytial or simulation methods. Modeling and simulation are traditionalmethods to evaluate wireless network designs. To date, mathematial modeling and analysis have broughtsome insights into the design of suh systems. However, analytial methods are often not general or detailedenough for evaluation and omparison of various proposed wireless and mobile systems and their servies.Thus, simulation an signi�antly help system engineers to obtain ruial performane harateristis.However, detailed simulations of these systems may require exessive amounts of CPU time, and theirexeution on sequential mahines has long been known to have omputational requirements whih far exeedthe omputing apabilities of the fastest available mahines. For instane, it is not unusual for simulations oflarge wired and wireless networks to require hundreds hours or even days of mahine time. As a onsequene,the development of methods to speed up simulations has reently reeived a great deal of interest [6, 7, 8, 9,22, 38, 65℄.With the ever inreasing use of simulation for designing large and omplex systems, wireless mobile andad ho networks have brought several hallenges to the parallel disrete-event simulation (PDES) ommu-nity. The hallenges require not only extension and advanes in urrent parallel and distributed simulationmethodologies, but also the disovery of innovative approahes and tehniques to deal with the rapidlyexpanding expetations of wireless network designers [6℄.In this hapter, we shall present some guidelines related to Mobile Ad Ho Networks (MANETs) model-ing and simulation, several sequential network simulation testbeds, and distributed simulation testbeds for�This work was supported by the Texas Advaned Researh Program ARP/ATP Grant 003594-0092-2001.yThis work was supported by the Italian MIUR FIRB-PERF "Performane Evaluation of Complex Systems:Tehniques, Methodologies and Tools" projet funds. 1



wireless and mobile networks. We shall also address the hallenges PDES ommunity has to fae in order todesign high performane simulators.2 Design and modeling of wireless and mobile ad ho networksIn this setion, we shall introdue the basi harateristis and major issues pertaining to Mobile Ad HoNetworks (MANETs) modeling and simulation. A omplete de�nition of all aspets of interests and a �t-allsolution for simulation is not possible and it is out of the sope in this hapter, beause it depends on theobjetives sought by the designers and the assumptions they have made. Thus, we will point out only some ofthe most promising and interesting hallenges and solutions to the modeling of mobile ad ho networking andommuniations, and we will present the state of the art of simulation of wireless, mobile and ad ho systems.The main purpose of a simulation-based study for a MANET system is to obtain detailed information aboutperformane �gures, behavior, overheads, quality of servie, and many other metris regarding the system,protools and poliies adopted at many levels of the ISO/OSI protool stak [12, 18, 23, 29, 56℄. Among allof the model parameters, one de�ned as "fator" is seleted as the varying parameter whose e�et on theperformane indies is to be evaluated [29℄. Evaluating system performanes via modeling and simulationonsists of two preliminary steps: i) de�ning the system model, and ii) adopting the appropriate simulationtehnique to estimate the metris needed to evaluate the performame of the system. In what follows, wewill �rst talk about MANETs modeling: some onepts an be onsidered general for every wireless andmobile system (e.g., wireless PCS, ellular networks), whereas others an be onsidered spei� to MANETs.2.1 Mobile ad ho networks modelingAs stated before, it is not onvenient to talk about MANET models without de�ning the set of objetivesand questions the simulation experiments should answer to. Every system model is tailored depending onthe goal of the simulation projet. Any unrequired additional detail will introdue overheads, possible errorsand a slow-down of the simulation proess [26℄. Any missing detail, relevant for the performane evaluationof the system, will also introdue errors, approximated results, and the need for additional model updates[15, 26℄. General purpose models are known to be very omplex and hard to adapt to spei� system models.Today, many simulation tools provide a library of simulation models written by professional modelers andresearhers [20, 45, 46, 47, 55℄. Many times, when inremental updates are performed by di�erent people,the model validation beomes a time-onsuming and diÆult task to overome [15℄. Most of the times,models are supplied or exhanged without any omments and/or their doumentation, requiring a greate�ort to the designer to interpret and validate them [15℄. Today, most of the models an be de�ned by usingobjet-oriented paradigms and languages, suh as Java, C/C++ and OTl/Tk, just to mention a few. Thismakes it possible and more pratial to extend, adopt, exhange and re-use existing models in new simulationprojets. Inheritane allows to reate module hierarhies, and instanes of omplex objets, with a simplemanagement of model libraries. Widespread adoption of objet oriented languages works in favor of model2
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Figure 1: The modeling roadmapdistribution among researhers. C++ models and tools are usually adopted and preferred to Java-based toolsfor simulation-performane purposes. Modeling omponent-based units an be performed with the adoptionof high-level ompositional languages and a set of appliation tools [45, 46, 47, 55℄.In the performane evaluation of a wireless, mobile ad ho system, every simulation experiment shouldbe done under a variety of modeling onditions and fators, in order to apture detailed and "realisti"e�ets of the real system. These onditions should be well-de�ned and may have wide and lear interationsat various levels in the model. As an example, orret model design should a-priori evaluate any possiblerelationship among physial, topology and mobility levels, up to the protool layers suh as Medium AessControl, Logial Link Control, Network, Transport, and Appliation. Examples of suh onditions inludetransmission ranges, power onsumption, detetion thresholds, data-traÆ soures and loads, bu�ering stor-age, user mobility and topology restritions, signal propagation and obstales, interferene and bit errors,just to mention a few.Figure 1 shows a roadmap of some modeling issues that will be onsidered in this hapter. The edge-basedrepresentation of the multiple e�ets, relationships and onditions among the modeling issues was shownjust to put in some evidene the non-trivial work of the modeler. Also, �gure 1 emphasizes that mobilityplays a entral role in the model design. All of these onditions need to be represented and managed withinthe system model, by means of well-de�ned and eÆiently manageable data strutures. Many solutions tomodel testing onditions, in many simulation studies, have been proposed in the literature for wireless andmobile systems' models, and will be disussed in this hapter. Spei�ally, simulation models for wireless andmobile systems in general, and MANETs in partiular, have to deal with at least two innovative oneptswith respet to wired networks' models: the user-mobility and open-broadast nature of the wireless medium.In this hapter we will disuss the model de�nition issues related to these innovative onepts for wirelessmobile systems, with a speial attention to MANETs. Our presentation starts from the bottom to the upper3



levels, i.e., physial, topologial, mobility models, up to protool layers. The model implementation woulddepend on the model-de�nition languages and simulation tehniques and tools adopted, thereby requiringadditional validation and veri�ation e�orts. Hene, we will not disuss in detail the model implementation,veri�ation and validation in this hapter.2.1.1 Simulated area and boundary poliyIn this setion, we shall disuss the simulated area and the boundary poliy onepts, as well as a relevantset of assumptions related to the design and modeling of the simulated area, whih may have many e�etson the simulation of the target system [3, 12, 13, 32, 55℄. This area is the virtual theater of exeution ofthe simulation, and the area size is not important in this disussion. The area size beomes important whenoupled with other parameters governing the mobility, propagation and node-density models onsidered inthe proposed senario.First of all, the simulated area of interest is limited (i.e., it is bounded by limit borders), it an be mono-or multi-dimensional, and an be represented by Cartesian oordinates1 as follows:� Mono-dimensional (1-D) area is a simple linear path for a set of MHs (e.g., a simple highway simulationmodel). The relevant parameter is one single x oordinate along the linear path, varying in the limitedrange [minX;maxX ℄. Suh model an be used in ellular systems, assuming a linear path between aset of adjaent ells, and it is unfrequent in MANET systems' simulation.� Bi-dimensional (2-D) areas are the most used models, beause they allow to embed and map anypossible user-path in a real (at) geographial area. Every portion of a real geographial area anbe mapped on a 2-D grid with (x; y) oordinates varying in the limiting ranges [minX;maxX ℄ and[minY;maxY ℄. De�nition of sub-gridding ells an be exploited to manage and to sample objetdistributions. As an example, hierarhies of grid ells an simplify the management of "neighbors"objets in adjaent ells, and an support objet distribution poliies (e.g., n objets per grid-ell).When objet density evolution is required to be evaluated, grids allow a onsistent, snapshot-basedsampling and runtime alulation of the objets' distribution.� 3-D models: sometimes, 2-D models an be extended to three-dimensional spae models (x; y; z), e.g.,when modeling user mobility inside buildings with many oors, the user mobility an be desribedinluding vertial movements as in stairases and elevators [34℄.The simulated area may also be enrihed with obstales, a�eting user mobility and propagation ofsignals. A brief disussion will be presented in the following setions about propagation and mobility models.Obstales an be modeled and realized as additional data strutures.The boundary poliy is another relevant harateristi of the simulated area that one might onsider in themodel design. This poliy de�nes the behavior of the Mobile Hosts (MHs) when, due to the motion proess,1Note that polar oordinates an also be used. 4
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Figure 2: Three boundary poliiesthey reah the boundaries of the simulated area. Many possible solutions have been proposed depending onthe simulation and model requirements. The modeler should be areful about the e�et that the boundarybehavior, omposed with a mobility model, may ause on the resulting spatial node-distribution [3, 4, 5, 13℄.In what follows, we shall distinguish between three boundary poliies, widely used by the wireless andMANET networks' modelers (see �gure 2).� The "bouning boundary" solution requires to boune bak MHs towards the simulated area when theyare going to move outside [3, 5, 13℄ (see �gure 2.a). This simple solution an be used if the number ofMHs in the simulation is required to be onstant (e.g., a losed system). Di�erent "bouning" rulesan be adopted, e.g., mirror reetion (e.g., preserving the angle of inidene � in a bouning angle�� or � � �, respetively) and random reetion (i.e., a random reetion angle � is generated). Thisboundary poliy an be onsidered as quite unrealisti for large areas, and quite approximated forsimulation of indoor mobility (e.g., people moving in a room). A modeler has the hoie to preservethe state of a bouning MH or to reate a new instane of MH when it virtually "leaves" the area(i.e. the MH hits the area boundaries). This hoie may be useful if the state information of the MHis relevant for the simulation proess, or for the protool to be tested (e.g., protools based on MH'shistory and evolution state).� The "leave & replae" variant of the bouning boundary poliy is to delete a "bouning" (leaving)MH and lone it in a randomly hosen position within the simulated area, following any node-positiondistribution (see �gure 2.b). As in the "bouning boundary" solution, the loning of the leaving MHan preserve state and history information on the new instane or not, depending on the modelerhoie. This poliy may result in a non-uniform steady-state spatial node distribution, with a nodeonentration around the enter of the simulated area [3, 5, 13℄. Intuitively, this is due to the fat thatMHs leave from the boundaries and re-enter by hoosing a randomly distributed position "inside" thearea. This also means a biased (i.e. redued) probability to �nd MHs moving from the borders towardsthe middle of the simulated area. This solution is rarely onsidered useful in MANET's simulation.� The "torus boundary" solution is another poliy widely adopted by many researhers [3, 13℄. In thispoliy, when a mobile host reahes the North;West; South;East boundaries of any retangular area, it5



simply leaves the area and re-enter with the same diretion and speed from the South;East;North;Westboundary, respetively (see �gure 2.). Intuitively, the retangular area is wrapped-around itself, Northwith South, and East with West, like a rubber-ring. The reason why the torus poliy is widely used isgiven by its simple implementation, and beause it simpli�es the management of uniformly distributedhost densities and diretions (aordingly with the implemented motion models). There is a full or-relation e�et balaning leaving and re-entering hosts' diretions and veloities. Again, leaving MHsan preserve state and history information when they re-enter the area, depending on the modelerhoie (exepted veloity and diretion that should be maintained anyway).2.1.2 Host soures and position-distributionsHost mobility is the main ause in determining the "arrival" and physial presene of a set of MHs withina �xed simulated area. The physial presene of hosts does not neessarily represent the relevant fatorto be modeled for the simulation goals. This mainly depends on the MHs' roles to be modeled and onthe performane indies required. As an example, a swithed-o� MH in the simulated area may not beonsidered as relevant to determine transmission-based performane indies. We denote as "ative" the roleof a MH that an be onsidered e�etive in determining the value of a performane index whose evaluationis the goal of a simulation run. Every performane analysis for a wireless mobile system an be performedby assuming a (�xed or variable) number of "ative" mobile hosts (MHs) implemented in a limited area ofinterest. In what follows, we fous upon ative MHs, and onsider only the motion-related "presene" ofthese MHs. The modeler should evaluate the opportune and realisti de�nition of the average density of"ative" MHs, with attention to the poliies for the reation and position-alloation of new MH-instanes,both at the simulation start, and at runtime [54℄.Dealing with the soures and reation poliies, aordingly with the fators inuening the performanemetris of interest, one possible hoie is to require the number of ative objets in the simulated area to beonstant. This hoie may be useful, for example, when performane metris to be obtained are related tothe number of MHs, or to the MHs' density (e.g. existene of route path, network partition, average degreeof MHs). In the following we denote MHs' presene in the simulated area as "ative presene", whatevermeaning this would imply.� in losed systems, the initial number of "ative" simulated MHs is onstant, and every MH lives (i.e.it maintains its funtionalities) for the whole simulation run.� balaned systems realize a simple hybrid solution that an be useful for some simulation analysis. Everytime a MH leaves the simulated world (e.g., moving outside the simulation area, or swithing o� thenetwork interfae) a new instane of the MH is ausally introdued in the simulated area, followingthe seleted position-distribution. Bouning, torus and "leave & replae" boundaries allow a naturalimplementation of a losed or balaned system under the MHs' mobility viewpoint (if MHs' souresand sinks are missing). 6



� In open systems, one or more soures of ative simulated MHs are de�ned (e.g., inter-arrival or a-tivation proesses for MHs): in suh senarios the modeler should evaluate and selet inter-arrivaltime distributions for the soures (e.g., Exponential or Poisson distribution), sink poliies (e.g., MHswith no battery-energy, or moving outside the simulated area, are disarded) and the initial-positiondistribution for inoming MHs (e.g. at random uniformly-distributed oordinates in the area). Ifthe arrival proess is too fast, the system is unstable, i.e. the asymptotial number of MHs in thesimulated area is not upper bounded. This an give a biasing problem if we are interested in theevaluation of performane metris that may be related to the average MH density (e.g., multi-hoplink reliability in routing protools, network onnetivity and partitions, average next-hop distane,average transmission power, et.) [3, 12, 13, 23℄. To obtain an open, stable system, the rate of MHsleaving the area should be statistially balaned by the summatory of arrival rates of the MH soures.This means that the number of MHs in the area is not a onstant value (like in losed and balanedsystems), but it onverges asymptotially.One possible hoie for initial alloation of a new MH's position is a random seletion of its positionoordinates within the simulated area. Uniform or Normal distributions are widely used in the literature,depending on the host density to be modeled (e.g., uniform vs. hot-spot density, respetively) [13, 55℄. Thishoie does not provide any best-e�ort guarantee about network partitions. One possible solution to thisproblem is to divide the simulation area in a grid of square-ells, with a size that ould be determined bythe minimum range of onnetivity among the MHs, and distribute MHs' positions suh that at least oneMH is given in every ell of the grid.On the other hand, a real, sampled distribution-snapshot of MH-positions an be used, if available. Thisis a ommon way to model hot-spot MHs' distribution [55℄. In many senarios, depending on the mobilitymodels and their respetive parameters adopted for MHs, the initial distribution of MHs is less or morerelevant to determine the steady-state MHs' distribution [3, 13℄. When the "memory e�et" of the initialdistribution is not preserved by the motion model harateristis, every possible transient e�et of the initialdistribution should be evaluated and eliminated to ollet unbiased steady-state results.The hoie for runtime position-alloation poliies for newly generated MHs is a little bit more subtle.Random alloation of MHs may result in non-uniform distribution and biased node-density, e.g. if hostsleave the system only from the boundaries [3℄. A possible solution for this senario would be to "delete"hosts seleted randomly in the simulation area, and to adopt distribution-balaning boundary poliies, likebouning and torus borders [3, 5, 13℄.2.1.3 Coverage areas, physial propagation, error and interferene modelsUsually, in MANETs, every host an be onsidered as a potentially mobile host. As a onsequene, hybridMANETs under analysis today may inlude �xed, stati Base Stations (BS), with their respetively managedoverage areas, like in ellular and PCS systems [18℄. A detailed physial model for wireless transmission,7



inluding propagation, mobility, error and interferene issues, is one of the most diÆult and omputationallyexpensive tasks to do, and usually strong approximation and assumptions are introdued [2, 3, 12, 35, 42, 62,66℄. Many models and solutions have been proposed, at di�erent levels of detail [26, 59℄. We will skip mostof the details, for spae reasons, and we will just point out some of the modeling issues related to MANETs.The physial wireless transmission is based on the emission of eletro-magneti waves oding informa-tion with many possible modulation and oding tehniques. The natural deay of transmitted signals anbe modeled following simple analytial approximations. If the residual signal power of the reeiving networkinterfae is above the detetion threshold then a ommuniation is possible. Otherwise, to allow a ommuni-ation (link establishment) between the intended sender and reeiver it would be neessary to inrease thetransmission power of the sender, and/or to redue their relative distane d.One of the most used propagation models, adopted in MANET's simulation, is the simple Free SpaePropagation Model [12, 53℄: if Pt is the transmission power (i.e. energy=time) used for the signal trans-mission, then the reeiving power Pr is proportional to 1=d2, where d is the distane between sender andreeiver in open spae (see �gure 3).The Free Spae Propagation Model an be extended to better desribe the e�ets over near and farreeivers, with the Two-Ray Ground Reetion Model [12, 53℄: the model is the same as Free Spae, exeptedwhen the distane d is greater than a rossover point, alled referene distane (around 100 meters). Forsuh long distanes the reeiving power Pr is modeled as proportional to 1=d�, � > 2.Free Spae and Two-ray propagation models assume ideal propagations over a irular area around thetransmitter. To model irregular overage areas, the Shadowing propagation model [45, 53℄ is de�ned withtwo omponents: a omponent similar to the Free Spae model, and a random omponent to make randomlyvariable (and statistially ontrolled) the edge of the ommuniation range. For a omplete disussion of theFree Spae Propagation model and other models, see [26, 53℄.A modeling hoie to de�ne if a transmission an be deteted by a tagged reeiver, is to de�ne a reeivingthreshold, RTX and a arrier-sense threshold, CTX for every devie [12, 59, 53℄. For every simulatedtransmission, it would be required to san every MH in the system and to apply the propagation modelto the transmitted signal. This requires to evaluate, for eah reeiver, if the reeiving power pereived forthe ongoing transmission is suÆient for reeption (i.e. greater than RTX), if it is suÆient for detetionand arrier-sensing (i.e. greater than CTX), or if it is simple interferene. Reeption and arrier sensingevents an be passed to the model omponents devoted to manage events at the upper layers of the model,e.g. Medium Aess Control poliy implementation. This san-based omputation may require long time, ifperformed for a large set of MHs.The system model an be extended with overage areas, in order to redue the transmission-detetionoverhead, and to model muh more omplex propagation models, depending on the modeling and simulationrequirements. Transmission overage areas de�nition an be diretly assoiated to every transmitter, but thearea size and shape is relative to the reeiver thresholds. For ease of management, the area-size de�nition8
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Figure 3: Transmission power, propagation and overage areaswould require to assume ommon threshold levels (i.e. ommon CTX and RTX values) for every MH in thesystem (see �gure 3).The transmission (overage) area of a wireless transmitter an be de�ned as the area where the trans-mitted wireless signal propagates and an be orretly deteted and deoded (i.e. transmission is possiblewith few/no errors due to interferene). This area depends on the transmission power of the transmitter,on the propagation model, on the reeption threshold (sensitivity) of the reeiving network interfae (RTX),and on the amount of interferene (noise) aused by many possible fators (desribed in the following).The transmission area should be de�ned and managed in the model, for eah MH, in order to dynamiallyevaluate a ommuniation apability (i.e. a diret link) between every andidate transmitter and reeiver.The detetion area (see �gure 3) of a wireless transmission-devie is the area where the signal propagates,and where it an be deteted by a arrier sensing mehanism, without being neessarily deoded (i.e. CTX �Reeived Signal Power � RTX). This means that a mobile host an sense the wireless medium as busy,without being able to deode reeived signals. The de�nition of this area in the model, for eah MH, maybe relevant for the evaluation of detailed arrier sensing and MAC level e�ets, suh as exposed terminals,hidden terminals, apture e�ets (desribed in the following) [24, 52℄.The interferene area of a wireless transmission-devie is de�ned as the area where the transmittedwireless signal propagates, without being deteted or deoded by any reeiver, adding interferene and noiseto any possible ongoing transmission for intended reeivers. The umulative e�et of noise (i.e. interferene)might add errors to the transmission of bits of information. The de�nition and management of this areain the model, for eah MH, may be relevant for the evaluation of detailed interferene and error models.Transmission areas are inluded in detetion areas, and detetion areas are inluded in interferene areas,given the propagation properties of wireless signals in open spaes. Possible hoies to model overageand interferene areas in open spaes are given by regular polygons entered in the transmitter's position.Cirular overage areas an be de�ned for open spae propagation models, and are a simple ommon hoie forMANET's modeling and simulation purposes. The irle radius, entered on the transmitter position, an be9



made proportional to the transmission power in adaptive way, mapping to real power ontrol managementand poliies implemented in simulated MHs. If �xed (stati) transmitters are present, with a onstanttransmission power, like in ellular and PCS networks, a ommon hoie is to approximate the overageareas by hexagons, squares, and Voronoi diagrams. This hoie an simplify the link management, beauseonnetivity between a MH and a �xed transmitter an be evaluated with no ambiguity (i.e. only onereferene transmitter is de�ned in every point). This hoie is simple to de�ne and to manage for thesimulation purpose, but it realizes a strong approximation of the real behavior of wireless transmissions.The irular overage model is quite realisti in open spaes, but it would require some hanges if obstalesare present to interfere with signal propagation.When obstales are present in the simulation area, the overage and interferene areas may be severelya�eted, in almost unpreditable ways [35, 47, 53℄. This is even worst if mobility of wireless soures (or,equivalently, wireless reeivers) is present. Models to deal with obstales have been de�ned e.g., in [32,47, 53, 55℄. Moreover, if the antennas are not omnidiretional and the transmission beam is not isotropi,the regular polygon hoie for overage areas is even more approximated (e.g., with smart antennas, thetransmission energy is not uniformly propagated in all diretions, but has a diretional e�et [53℄). Modelingof asymmetri beams and obstales in these senarios might be quite omplex, and omputationally expensivetoo.To model interferene e�ets many additional fators need to be de�ned, and a realisti model is quitehard if not impossible to obtain, without paying for a high omputation overhead. As a simple desription ofthe wide set of problems to deal with in aurate interferene-modeling of the physial wireless transmission,we present a short list of system details that should be onsidered in theory, and that aren't usually onsideredin many models, given the omplexity and extensive omputation required to simulate their e�ets. Mostof the desribed problems are given by ontinuous physial phenomena, whose approximate modeling inthe disrete-event simulation �eld would be really hard and expensive. Mobility is an additional soure ofproblems. In MANET senarios, the model would be even more omplex than in ellular and PCS networks,beause usually both the transmitter and the reeiver an be mobile, and a distributed, relative-mobilityparameter should be evaluated, instead of a loal, absolute-mobility parameter; Physial problems to bemodeled in wireless transmission inlude the following phenomena [53℄:� fading: a physial phenomenon, frequeny dependent, induing delay and phase variations between themain transmitted signal (following a dominant path) and many seondary signals (following alternativepaths) aused by obstales and mobility. This auses long term and short term variations of theresulting reeption-power of transmitted signals. The Additive White Gaussian Noise model is used torepresent ideal hannel onditions under the signal fading viewpoint. Rayleigh and Riean Fading arewidely aepted frameworks [2, 35, 59, 53℄, to model fading prone senarios. They an be applied tohighly mobile senarios, with No Line of Sight (NLOS) and with Line of Sight (LOS) paths, respetively[59℄. The K parameter of the Riean Fading model an be used to ontrol the omposed e�et of LOS10



and NLOS signal powers [59℄. A Coherene time parameter is adopted to ontrol the time frequenyand duration of fading e�ets on the hannel. As an example of the modeling omplexity for fadinge�ets, let us assume that there are M base stations and N mobile hosts in the simulation senario, andthere are roughly L paths determined by obstales in eah propagation diretion, then we would needapproximatively up to 2M �N � L instanes of Rayleigh fading generators. EÆient implementationof fading models is still an ongoing researh ativity [2, 35, 53℄.� shadowing: attenuation of signal power propagation aused by physial obstales. This e�et is mainlyresponsible for irregular overage areas. The Shadowing propagation model de�ned in the previoussetion gives a statistial approximation of this e�et [53℄.� reetion: signal reetion aused by large obstales, and by indoor walls. This e�et is quite importantto be modeled for indoor senarios;� refration: marginal signal hange and reetion aused by variation in the medium density;� sattering: signal di�usion aused by sharp obstales;� di�ration: signal deviation aused by large edges and orners;Eah one of the above mentioned phenomena may have di�erent harateristis, given any di�erentphysial implementation and any di�erent oding tehnique adopted for wireless transmissions. The wholee�et of suh a olletion of omplex phenomena is usually modeled as a simple error probability for a givenamount of information reeived (e.g., a bit) on the physial hannel. The idea is to lose all this stu� ina blak box desribing the whole e�et as the probability to obtain a bit error. Obviously this may be astrong, unaeptable approximation, depending on the aim of the simulation. In many models, in order toapproximate the real behavior of the wireless medium, the physial medium (or its high-level abstration: thehannel) behavior an be desribed with more aurate error models. Signal to Interferene and Noise Ratio(SINR) and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) are the key parameters adopted to model the signal omposition ofinterferene e�ets desribed above. The generalized SINR and SNR values, together with RTX and CTXthresholds, an be adopted to model with some detail the high-level e�et of interferene resulting in BitError Rates (BER) and Frame Error Rates (FER). BER and FER values model the generalized probabilitiesthat a transmitted bit or frame is reeived with errors, respetively. FER is a funtion of BER and the framelength (in bits). In order to apture the bursty e�et of wireless transmission errors, the Gilbert-Elliott errormodel has been used to de�ne the status of the wireless medium as a funtion of time [62℄. This model de�nesa random Markovian proess between the following two states: Good and Bad. Good status is haraterizedby low probability of bit error (low bit error rate, BER), while bad status is haraterized by high bit errorrate. The time in bad and good status is usually sampled from a exponential (or its disrete ounterpart:geometri) time distribution, with respetive parameter and average values. It is a good hoie to implementit in time-slotted models. 11



The oding tehniques adopted for the wireless transmission, and the frequeny spetrum alloated foradjaent hannels, are additional parameters to be evaluated in order to de�ne opportune error models for thewireless ommuniation. New oding tehniques allow for interferene e�ets' anellation, and interferenemodels should be de�ned for adjaent hannel interferene and o-hannel interferene [53℄. We skip all thedetails for spae reasons.2.1.4 Link de�nition and network topologyThe modeling of overage areas is really important beause it is related to the link de�nition between anyouple of MHs, or between a MH and a BS. This is really important in MANETs, beause a simple star-topology given by a set of MHs around a BS is not a onrete and dynami vision of the system. Moreover,in modeling and simulation of MANETs, the "link-established" property between a ouple of MHs is moreompliated than in most wireless ellular networks, mainly due to the management of relative mobility(as opposite to absolute mobility) of these mobile hosts [66℄. For any ouple of MHs and/or �xed hosts(e.g., Base Stations) overing the area of interest for the simulation (all them host X and Y), we havethree possible expeted senarios related to reeption and arrier sensing thresholds, overage areas and linkde�nitions [24℄:� X is out-of the transmission area of Y, and vie-versa: this means that X and Y are partitioned (e.g.see A and C in �gure 4). The network topology does not assume to have any diret ommuniationlink between X and Y. Maybe ommuniation between X and Y is possible, at the upper routing layer,if supported by an intermediate-hosts hain of mutually reahable hosts (e.g. like host B and C in�gure 4).� X is within the transmission area of Y, and Y is out of the transmission area of X: this means that Yan ommuniate to X, but not vie-versa. In this senario, a mono-diretional link exists from Y toX (e.g. see hosts A and D in �gure 4). Mono-diretional links exist in many real senarios, mainly dueto the di�erent transmission power and propagation harateristis of MHs (e.g. see host D in �gure4). The obtained network topology is a diret graph based upon the mono-diretional links.� X is within the transmission area of Y, and vie-versa: X and Y are mutually reahable via a wirelessbi-diretional link (e.g. see hosts B and C in �gure 4). Depending on the oding tehniques andhannel bandwidth alloated for the physial hannel, it may happen that the bi-diretional link isnot a symmetri link. A bi-diretional link is symmetri if the physial hannel apaity (i.e., themaximum bit rate obtained for wireless transmission) is the same for both link diretions (otherwise itis asymmetri). Many simulation models usually assume bi-diretional and symmetri links, for easeof implementation. The assumptions about these senarios may severely inuene the modeling andperformane results in the evaluation of network protools, e.g., in routing protools and multi-hopommuniation. 12
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Figure 4: Example of a ollision domainDealing with disrete, event-based simulation, the ritial question related to MANET topology man-agement in the simulation proess is: what is the simulated time of next link-state-hange event that willbe expeted, given the urrent relative mobility pattern and overage areas of mobile hosts? The answer tothis question would require little or more omputation, based on the model and data strutures de�nedto implement the simulation. Every link-state-hange event an be alulated, based on urrent overageand mobility onditions, and its exeution sheduled in an ordered event-list. Any intermediate hangein the speed, diretion, transmission power, of anyone of the involved hosts would require to delete theausally-dependent, sheduled link-state-events and substitute them with the updated ones. Moreover, thisevent-list management is at the basis of any disrete event simulation. This indiates learly how omplexand omputationally hard the mobility and link management in MANETs ould be.One the link existene is established, many other onditions should be managed regarding the high-levellink properties. As an example, in wireless physial hannels it is not possible to reeive a ommuniationon the hannel, while a simultaneous transmission is performed on the same physial hannel [24℄. Abidiretional (Full Duplex) link an be obtained by adopting Time Division Duplex (TDD), or FrequenyDivision Duplex (FDD). TDD onsists in splitting the transmission and reeption phases over adjaent, non-overlapped time intervals on the same physial hannel. FDD onsists in adopting two physial hannels:one for transmission and one for reeption. In MANETs modeling and simulation, Time Division Duplexis ommonly adopted. All data transmissions and reeptions have to be in the same frequeny band, sinethere are no "bridge" nodes (maybe exepted Base Stations) to translate the transmissions from one physialhannel to another one. This usually requires strit time-synhronization in the system, and Medium AessControl (MAC) protools' de�nition [24℄. Frequeny Division Duplex may be adopted (together with TDD)in entralized networks (like ellular) haraterized by up-link and down-link hannels [24℄.The overage area management in the model an be used to simulate additional MAC level details relevantfor MANETs, like ollision domains. A ollision domain an be de�ned as the overage area shared by a set ofMHs, mutually onneted by a single shared ommuniation hannel (i.e. a single logial hannel). Collisionof onurrent signals transmitted on the same ollision domain would ause a destrutive interferene fordeteted signals on the reeiver. The main task of a MAC protool poliy is to avoid suh ollisions, mainlyavoiding new transmissions to start while another transmission is being deteted. A detetion-based poliy13



for a MAC implementation may result in some problems whose investigation would require an aurateoverage-model de�nition. As an example, let us suppose A is within the detetion area of B and vie-versa,B is within the transmission area of C and vie-versa, and C is outside the detetion area of A (see �gure4). In this senario A senses the transmission of B, i.e., it senses the hannel as busy, but it annot deodethe transmission. This ondition is often modeled in order to obtain a real performane investigation aboutexposed terminals [24℄. Exposed terminals are terminals, (e.g., A) whose transmission is not allowed, (e.g.,by a MAC poliy over a ollision domain) due to exposure to unrelevant transmissions, (e.g., B to C). Asimilar problem is given by hidden terminals: due to shadowing e�ets and limited transmission ranges, agiven terminal C ould start a transmission towards another terminal B (C and B are within eah other'stransmission area, see �gure 4), while B is reeiving signals from a hidden (with respet to C) terminal A.This means that B annot omplete any reeption, due to the destrutive ollision of signals from A and C.It may happen also that B an detet and isolates one of the olliding transmissions, (e.g., from C to B):in this ase, we modeled a apture e�et of transmission from C to B despite A's interferene and ollision.A disussion of details for hidden and exposed terminals and modeling of apture e�et an be found in[24, 52℄. A rough modeling, based on a shared, global boolean variable Channel = Busy or Idle would notdesribe with required auray the previous senarios.This disussion was given to illustrate how, in the simulation plan, the de�nition and the strutureof the overage-area, topology and interferene models may inlude the information required to perform arealisti simulation. Anyway, detailed models are quite omplex and simplifying tehniques and assumptionsare widely adopted. In the following we are going to desribe another relevant harateristi of MANETand wireless networks' models, adding additional omplexity to the model de�nition and management: hostmobility.2.1.5 Mobility modelsUser mobility is the main added value of wireless networks. Aurate simulation results would requireaurate details to be modeled, and many �ne-grained, low-level ausal e�ets to be kept into aount in thesimulation proess. Mobility has a entral role, and is a relevant bakground e�et to be modeled in almostevery simulation analysis of wireless systems (see �gure 1). The e�et of mobility on the system poliies andprotools is relevant at many layers: dynami topologies, due to simulated hosts mobility, map on ausalitye�ets in the areas of inuene of eah mobile devie, resulting in dynamially shaped ausality-domains[6, 24℄. The e�et of mobility introdues adaptive behaviors of users, protools and appliations. Moreoverit may happen that mobility models are related to the physial senario under onsideration [55, 60℄. Mobilitypatterns may be, sometimes, appliation dependent [13, 55℄. Most of Medium Aess Control, Routing andTransport protools proposed for MANETs senarios are ustomized and designed for spei�ed mobilitymodels, and behave better than a general purpose protool for that given senario. The evaluation of user-positions an be a omputationally relevant task in a wireless mobile system's simulation, due to the mobility14



and high number of events related to the user position. In two or more neighbor-hosts simply sharing thewireless medium (without any end-to-end ommuniation session on) the ausal e�et of signal interferene,due to mobility, ould result in a hain of loal-state events from Medium Aess Control (MAC) up tothe Transport and Appliation layers [23, 59℄. In MANETs, given the infrastrutureless arhiteture, someof the mobility models adopted for ellular systems are not appealing. As an example, Markovian models(random walks) desribed by ell-to-ell migration probabilities, or Fluid Flow models whose harateristi isto desribe host mobility in terms of "the mean number of users rossing the boundary of a given area" arenot onsidered as relevant as Random and Restrited mobility models, Gravity models or Group Mobilitymodels.In general, two types of mobility models an be adopted in the simulation of wireless mobile networks,and spei�ally for MANETs: motion traes and syntheti models [13℄.Motion traes provide aurate and realisti information about the user mobility patterns and behavior,in partiular when the user mobility is related to real users in a bounded senario, (e.g., downtown streets,highways) [3, 13, 55, 60℄. Unfortunately, traes require large log �les depending on the number of trakedhosts and the time granularity of samples. Traes are signi�ant desriptions about the steady-state mobilityof a user only if the motion samples are olleted for signi�ant time intervals. If the sample frequeny islow, approximated solutions (e.g., interpolation and dead-rekoning) an be used, but this requires additionalomputation, and may result in strange behavior (like users walking through obstales instead of turningaround them). Moreover, traes an be olleted only for existing systems, and MANET traes are still hardto �nd mainly beause large MANETs senarios have still to be implemented and user appliations have tobe de�ned. Motion traes solve the problem to de�ne the initial and runtime position-distribution of MHs,in a deterministi way. Another interesting harateristi of motion traes is the ability to apture the realorrelation e�et between user mobility and real appliation/user needs. It may happen that users movedriven by the appliation needs, e.g., in order to reah good overage areas. Also, it may happen that usersmove showing a group behavior [13, 28, 61℄. Syntheti models trying to de�ne a similar orrelation e�et,for single MHs and MHs' groups, will be de�ned in the following.Syntheti models are de�ned to represent the mobility of users in a realisti way, without using traes.Many syntheti models have been de�ned in the past to be adopted as analytial models [3, 13℄. The mainrequirement for suh analytial models was mathematial tratability, in the plae of realism. Suh modelssurvived also in many simulation studies, mainly due to validation possibilities they o�er with respet to thesimulation ounterpart [5℄. In other senarios, random motion models far from reality an be adopted in orderto stress a given mehanism or protool, emphasizing worst-ase senario results [13, 27℄. Random motionmodels have been reently extended introduing orrelation e�ets, restritions and group behaviors, in orderto meet the requirements of mobile systems' modeling and simulation [3, 13℄. We an distinguish betweenthree degrees of "randomness" in the lassi�ation of Random models [3, 5℄: i) models that allow users tomove anywhere on the simulation area, following pseudo-random proesses to selet speed and diretion, ii)15



models that bound the movement of users (like streets, walls, et.) but allow for pseudo-random seletionof diretion and speed at rossings (like City Setion and Manhattan Model [42℄), and iii) models based onprede�ned paths (deterministi paths).In the following, we de�ne and disuss a list of syntheti models used for MANETs' simulation.� Random Mobility Model: it is a disrete interpretation of the Brownian motion model [3, 13℄. It isompletely unpreditable and it has the memoryless property for speed and diretion. This meansthat urrent speed and diretion is not related to the speed and diretion history, and speed anddiretion are ompletely unorrelated (i.e., two independent stohasti proesses) [3℄. Many mobileusers adopting suh motion model result in ompletely unorrelated mobility, and the mobility patternis quite unrealisti. This is a typial worst-ase modeling assumption, e.g., when the analysis shoulddemonstrate that adaptive protools' performane does not rely on any motion-orrelation and/orpreditable-position assumptions. This model an be used for vehiular and large sale environments,and an be implemented in many ways. Assuming a 2-D motion, one possible implementation is thefollowing: every mobile host (MH) moves from a urrent loation to its new loation de�ned by auniformly distributed pseudo-random hoie of a new diretion � in the polar angle interval [0; 2�[,and by a uniformly distributed pseudo-random hoie of a speed value s in [minSpeed;maxSpeed℄.The speed and diretion are maintained for onstant time values ts and td, respetively (this is a goodimplementation for simulations with slotted-time management). If time management is not slotted,an equivalent hoie is to uniformly generate diretion � and speed s to be maintained for a onstantdistane ds and dd, respetively. This an be a good hoie when the system to model has underlyinggrid topologies, e.g., ells, and every single ell-migration is a relevant event. Given a similar hoie,the "next move" events are not synhronous, in the simulation. This an give additional problemsand omputation needs: if it is required to obtain the position of neighbor-MHs, before every move,then every neighbor-MHs' position would need to be interpolated. Dealing with the simulated areaboundaries, if the area limit is "bouning" o� the MHs, e.g., with a diretion proportional to theangle of inidene, in 1-D and 2-D there is an interesting property: every MH will randomly movearound its initial position [13℄. This represents also a pitfall for this model: if the initial alloation ofMHs is not uniform, and the average speed is low, then the "memory e�et" of the initial distributionwould be persistent, and lusters of MHs ould be maintained, despite the randomness of the motionmodel. This behavior may a�et the assumptions about the average degree (i.e., number of neighbors)of a mobile host during the simulation. If the time values ts and td are long, given the bouningbehavior of area boundaries, the average distribution of MHs would be onentrated in the middle ofthe simulated area (beause when a mobile host is near the boundaries it has a high probability tobe reeted, or to hoose a new diretion, towards the enter of the area) [3, 13℄. If ts or the averagespeed is great, the node density ould be made quite uniform with a torus border area poliy [3℄.Many additional hoies or assumptions an be made for this model. The main fators to de�ne for16



analysis based on this model are the speed ranges and average speed values. The speed fator de�neshow far a mobile host an roam away from its initial position, and should be dependent on what isintended to be simulated (e.g., miro-mobility within one room, maro-mobility between ells, et.)and on time-management as well, suh as slot duration for instane. Any biased distribution for speedand diretion might lead to a di�erent implementation of the model. Speial attention is requiredregarding the MHs' density assumption, and initial distribution of MHs' positions [13, 54℄.� Restrited Random Model: the restrited randommodel usually introdues some kind of auto-orrelationor biasing in the "randomness" of uniform distribution of random model parameters [13℄. An examplean be given if the speed seletion s or the diretion � an be updated up to a limited amount basedon urrent values, e.g., s 2 [s � k; s + k℄, � 2 [� � �=4; � + �=4℄. This model de�nes a preferreddiretion and a preferred speed range for all users (or for every single user), and smoothed urves andaelerations. The main fators to de�ne for analysis based on this model are the diretion and speedranges, and the admitted tolerane for variations.� Smooth Random Mobility Model: it was proposed in [3, 5℄, and it an be seen as an extended Ran-dom Mobility Model. It is de�ned with two stohasti proesses for orrelated speed and diretionmanagement. In [28℄, a ritiism to the Random Models used for MANETs' simulation was based onthe unrealisti movement behavior aused by sudden and unorrelated speed and diretion hanges.Restrited Random Models introdued auto-orrelation. In the Smooth Random Model, orrelation isintrodued, together with a set of tunable parameters onerning "node-lasses" haraterized by a-eleration and deeleration parameters, target speed, and smoothed diretion hanges. The proposedmodel is able to implement realisti behavior of nodes in many senarios, from urban (Manhattan-like)to large-sale, with aeptable additional omputation required [3℄.� Random Waypoint Model: it is similar to Random Mobility Model, but it adds the epoh and pauseonepts, to make the Random model a little bit more similar to realisti user mobility [4, 12℄. Amobile host (MH) exeutes a sequene of epohs, eah one de�ned as a motion interval followed by apause interval. At the beginning of a motion interval, the MH selets the new destination oordinates(x; y) (not the diretion as in the Random model) uniformly distributed in the simulated area. Anyborder poliy is equivalent with this motion model, sine MHs an only touh, and never hit, the areaboundaries. Speed is uniformly distributed in [minSpeed;maxSpeed℄. At the end of a motion interval,a given "pause time" pt is de�ned, uniformly distributed in ℄0;maxPauseT ime℄. If pt = 0 somethingreally similar to the Random Mobility model is obtained. Intuitively, this motion model is the "afterdinner" behavior of the "dining philosophers" (walk,think). This model is of widespread use in manysimulations of wireless mobile systems [4, 12, 64℄. All of the onsiderations regarding the Randommobility model are still valid, e.g., unorrelated and unpreditable mobility, memoryless property forspeed and diretion [4℄. The pitfall of MHs' onentration in the enter of the simulated area is still17



present: this means that MHs are often moving towards the high-density enter of the simulated area,and sometimes moves temporarily to the sparse boundary areas [5, 54℄. Any initial distribution ofMHs is not relevant for the steady-state distribution of MHs, beause the next position is always arandom point in the simulated area. Transient e�ets from the initial distribution of nodes an befastly eliminated, in order to avoid biasing in the steady-state simulation results. Some problems anbe given by the model fators: speed and pause time. Currently, Random Waypoint is subjet toritiism [64℄, mainly for the speed distribution of nodes and for the risk of density onentration ofMHs in the enter of the simulated area [54℄. Non trivial relationship between average speed andaverage pause time has been reported in many senarios, depending on the objetive of the simulation[13℄. If the network stability and link reliability is under analysis, it would result that the averagepause-time sometimes has a prevailing e�et with respet to average speed of MHs [13℄.� Random Diretion Model: it is a small variation of Random Waypoint epohs, de�ned in order toavoid the MHs onentration in the enter of the simulated area. Anyway, to obtain uniform numberof neighbors (i.e. degree) for eah MH, the modeler should be areful about the model parameters.The model is similar to Random Waypoint: before a motion period, a speed and a diretion (like inRandom model) is uniformly seleted, to be maintained up to the area boundaries will be reahed[54℄. One on the boundary, a pause time is seleted, then a new epoh starts. Given the redueddensity distribution, network partitions are more probable in this model [13℄. Another variation isthe Modi�ed Random Diretion Model, where the seleted diretion is followed up to a given distaned, without neessarily reahing the area boundaries. This model would be quite similar to a hybridRandom Mobility model with pause times, and to Random Waypoint.� Boundless Simulation Model: is similar to a vetor-based implementation of the Restrited RandomMobility model, implemented over a torus-like simulation area [13℄.� Gauss-Markov Mobility Model: this model uses a tuning parameter � 2 [0; 1℄ to vary the degree of"randomness" and self-orrelation of speed and diretion in a Random Mobility Model [13℄. � = 0returns a Random Mobility Model, while � = 1 returns a linear motion in the initial diretion andspeed [13℄.� Mobility Vetor Model: this model uses a Base Vetor, a Deviation Vetor, and an aeleration param-eter � to de�ne the Mobility Vetor for every MH. Given the Mobility vetor de�nition, the extensionto 3-D spae model is straight forward, and the vetor model de�ned an be onsidered as a frameworkfor many models' implementation [27℄.� City Setion Mobility Model: it is a hybrid model merging Random Waypoint Model and Manhattan-like senarios. The urban onstraints are de�ned as usual (streets, one-ways, rossing, walls, et).Every MH randomly selets a destination, then it travels towards the destination following the mostlinear way. One arrived to its destination, the MHs pauses for a random time, then it hooses another18



destination [13℄. The model may introdue some additional issues to be managed, like speed limits,traÆ lights, and traÆ laws. This may require a signi�ant omputation.� Graph-based Mobility Model: this model has some similarities with the City Setion model. Every MHmoves following the edges of a graph de�ning the infrastruture of the area. The target destination isone of the graph vertex, randomly seleted, and the way to follow is always the shortest path [60℄.� Random (Manhattan) Drunk Mobility Model: is similar to the City Setion Mobility Model, but itdoes not de�ne a target point to reah. Every time a new rossing is reahed, a new diretion isseleted between the available ones, aording to any distribution probability. Speed an be hangedas a separated stohasti proess, or aording to senario onstraints [3℄.Among the syntheti mobility models, the Group Mobility Models belong to a new lass of models whihan be used for MANETs modeling and simulation purposes [13, 28, 61℄. The main di�erene for suh modelsis given by the idea that MHs' deisions about their movements would mainly depend upon other MHs intheir group, or ommon fators in the senario. This introdues a motion-orrelation e�et among MHsbelonging to the same logial group. This e�et should be evaluated as unaeptable if the assumption forthe analysis requires unorrelated mobility. It may happen, for example, that the relative mobility of MHswithin the same group is really low, thereby favoring intra-group ommuniation and routing. The analysisof a given routing protool under this mobility model should not be onsidered as a generalized result forgeneral senarios, beause it is biased in a signi�ant way by the adopted mobility model orrelation. Grouppartition and de�nition is out of the sope of this presentation: it may be related to position, host speed(walk, ar, train), and senario harateristis (e.g., highway lane). The Group Mobility Models an beroughly lassi�ed in Gravity Models, Loation Dependent Models, Targeting Models and Random GroupMobility Models [13℄:� Gravity Model: this model an be used in senarios where MHs may tend to move towards somedestinations (e.g., signal soures), named attration points. Intuitively, every MH is assigned a positiveharge, while attration points are assigned a negative harge. Opposite harges attrat eah other,while same harges repel eah other. MHs with no harge have no gravity e�ets [13, 27℄.� Referene Point Group Mobility (RPGM) model: this is the most general group mobility model.Spei�ally, Column model, Nomadi Community model and Pursue model an be implemented asspeial ases of the RPGM model [28℄. A logial enter for the group is de�ned, and eah MH de�nesa referene point �xed with respet to the group's logial enter. The logial enter moves aordinglyto a group's motion vetor (GMV), randomly hosen or prede�ned, and every MH adds a randommotion vetor (RMV) to its referene point [28℄.� Referene Veloity Group Mobility (RVGM) model: this model an be used when the group sharesveloity and diretion harateristis, rather than proximity [61℄. A Group Veloity vetor de�nes19



the dominant veloity harateristi of the group, and a random Loal Veloity deviation vetor isomposed with the Group Veloity to determine the single Host Veloity vetor. This an be thoughtas the time derivative of the position-based group representation in the RPGM model [61℄.� Exponential Correlated Random Mobility (ECRM) model: this model introdues a quite omplexmotion funtion that an be used to de�ne the MH movements, where a parameter � de�nes themobility fator, and a random Gaussian variable with parameter � is inluded in the formula [28℄.The main problem with this model is to �nd appropriate values for the model parameters.� Column model: this model de�nes a mobility pattern similar to a olumn of not well-trained soldiersmarhing in line. Every MH has a referene point in the olumn and moves randomly around thatpoint. All referene points (i.e., the olumn) move together based on the ommon advane vetorde�nition [13℄.� Nomadi Community model: this model de�nes a mobility pattern similar to a group of studentsfollowing a guided visit to a museum. It is a hybrid random/targeting group mobility model. Thewhole group of MHs (students) has a ommon single referene point (the guide) whih is movingaording to a given random mobility model (e.g., similar to Random Waypoint). Every single MH isfree to move around the group's referene-point, aording to a random mobility model [13℄.� Pursue model: another targeting group mobility model. This model is based on the de�nition of a singletarget moving aordingly to a random mobility model. The traking MHs de�ne their group mobilitybased on the straight diretion from their position to the target, biased by a random o�set-vetor.Other omplex and mathematially untratable motion models an be de�ned to apture more realistiuser mobility patterns, to be used in simulation. This is an ongoing researh ativity. One of the hallengesfor the researh is to �nd eÆient tehniques for the implementations of the proposed models. Additionale�orts should be given in the study of models whose implementation an be supported eÆiently in theadoption of the distributed simulation paradigm.Many ommerial and freely distributed simulation tools support mobility models and omplex senarios.Reently, some appliation tools have been proposed for known simulation tools and models. CAD-HOC[55℄ is a tool to generate mobility benhmarks and ad ho senarios to feed the network simulator ns-2 [45℄.Bonn-Motion is a mobility, senario-generation and analysis tool, written in Java, that an be used to de�neTl sripts feeding ns-2. FraSiMo [20℄ is a researh projet to model mobile ad ho networks with Omnet++[46℄. A ommerial tool, OPNET [47℄, de�nes a omplete set of failities to model omplex mobility, senariosand propagation models for ad ho networks.2.1.6 TraÆ workloadThe workload haraterization for MANETs, i.e., the amount of data to be transmitted between MHs, isanother relevant point for the modeling de�nition. Workload is relevant for the evaluation of the supported20



Quality of Servie (QoS) and servie reliability for the appliation and user needs. The network traÆharaterization is a problem that has been analyzed for years, dealing with self-similarity, bursty natureand orrelation of pakets arrival proesses, et. [56℄.Trae-based workload models are widely used in many simulations, data and video transmission forinstane. In MANETs, urrently nobody knows what would be the killer appliation, so we an onlyspeulate about the workload haraterization of suh systems. Usually, as a worst ase senario, thesimulation analysis an be performed in asymptoti workload onditions: this means that the assumption forthe system is that the soures of traÆ in the network always have full transmission bu�ers. This hypothesisis good to test the stability and ongestion reation of a given network, or to evaluate the salable behaviorand asymptotial throughput metris for the system2.Underload onditions an be de�ned by adopting other ommonly used, parametrized models. Anotherwidely adopted traÆ-model for MANET simulation-analysis is the Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traÆ model,where every soure (sender) of traÆ generates a onstant ow of pakets. This an be obtained simply byassuming that a given amount of data is generated at onstant time intervals. This model is ommonly usedto approximate the workload generated by voie-based appliations. This model an also be extended inmany ways, in order to make it muh more realisti.The Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traÆ model an be adopted to approximate the workload generated bydata and video appliations [41℄. It is de�ned by traÆ soures generating a variable amount of data, as afuntion of time, depending on many paket-interarrival distribution parameters.2.2 Mobile ad ho networks simulationThe omputer-based disrete-event simulation is one of the most exible methods for the performane evalua-tion of omplex systems, suh as MANETs. The goal of a simulation study is the onstrution of a simulatorthat mimis the system state transitions, and, (by olleting and analyzing data during simulation runs)estimate the performane metris of the systems under analysis. An orthodox simulation study is based onseveral steps whose harateristis and number an vary with respet to the nature of the system analyzedand to the objetives of the study. The key steps establishing the kernel of any simulation study are: i)problem formulation; ii) workload haraterization; iii) model de�nition and validation; iv) onstrution andveri�ation of the simulator; v) design of experiments; and vi) analysis of the simulation results or outputanalysis [29℄.In this setion, we disuss the main system harateristis and performane �gures of interest for mobilead ho network simulations. Regardless of the appliations and the protool layers onsidered for the anal-ysis, many ritial features ontribute to determine the eÆieny, reliability and e�etiveness of MANETs.MANET networks are haraterized by dynami topologies, requiring adaptive, multihop routing protools,dealing with bi-diretional and uni-diretional links [18℄. Links are bandwidth onstrained with respet to2note that this is a worst-ase senario, and maybe an unrealisti ondition.21



typial wired networks, and they o�er variable apaity and delay, due to the e�et of highly variable se-nario onditions. Mobile hosts are energy onstrained, so MANETs privilege protools dealing with energyredution approahes, e.g., sleep-period management and adaptive power-redution. Due to host mobility,MANETs' salability is a major issue to solve. This problem is even more ompliated by the distributedmanagement and distributed protools' implementation whih are ommonly adopted [24℄. This makes itdiÆult to guarantee network behavior, reliability, fairness and eÆieny under every ondition. Redu-tion of overheads to maintain proper network funtionality is a ommon problem: use of ritial resoures,like battery energy, bu�er memory, loal CPU omputation and bandwidth for the transmission of ontrolpakets should be minimized.2.2.1 Performane metrisA large set of performane metris ould be de�ned to evaluate MANETs, in order to understand theritial features of the onsidered system. Some metris an be onsidered relevant or signi�ant only fora given protool layer. Other metris an be general, even if they may be a�eted by a hain of inter-layer impliations. Performane metris an be roughly divided into the following three ategories: userperformane metris, resoure utilization metris, and system metris. User performane metris inlude,but are not limited to: lateny, delay, quality of servie and priorities, average and peak performane,reliability and ost-eÆieny metris. Resoure utilization metris inlude overheads, utilization, fairnessand eÆieny, just to mention a few. System metris inlude senario, stability, salability and ontextmetris (e.g., topology hanges, network partitions, luster-life, mobility, density, load, path length, et.). Asan example, given a task-proess evaluation, interesting metris an be de�ned as: average power onsumedand ommuniation overheads (whih are both onsidered as resoure utilization metris) and task ompletiontime (i.e. a user-satisfation parameter). Given a routing protool evaluation, interesting metris an bede�ned as: average end-to-end throughput, average end-to-end delay, average link utilization, average paket-loss probability, energy eÆieny, protool overheads, among other indies.Now we will present a short list of generalized metris that an be evaluated and adopted in the analysisof Medium Aess Control, Routing and Transport protools for MANETs [24, 18, 23℄. In the analysis ofthe following metris, mean values should be investigated together with varianes or on�dene intervals,and distribution perentiles.� Aess delay: the time spent by a frame (or a paket) in the MAC (routing or transport level) queue. Itis de�ned from the instant the frame is enqueued till its transmission is suessfully ompleted. Sinedelay depends on protool de�nition and also on system load and traÆ model, every omparisonshould be performed under the same onditions.� Channel Capaity: is the maximum amount of data (e.g., bit rate C) that an be transmitted overa single hannel. The nominal bit-rate an be redued in presene of noise and interferene. Codingtehniques sale in the number of bit/symbol in order to ontrast the noise, resulting in lower and22



lower bit-rates.� Throughput and Utilization: the sope of any transmission protool is to maximize the number oftransmitted bits while minimizing the average aess delay. Throughput T is de�ned as the averagesize S of a given frame (paket), divided by the orresponding average aess delay D, i.e. T = S=D.This index is related to the Utilization index U , whih an be de�ned as the fration of hannelapaity C used for suessful data transmission.� Overheads: every resoure in the system that would not be stritly neessary to transmit the payload ofthe ommuniation an be onsidered as an overhead and should be minimized (e.g., time, bandwidth,apaity, pu-time, energy, money).� Fairness: this is a onept related to servie and resoure sharing, rather than a performane index.A transmission protool is fair if it does not show any preferene for any single MH ontending orwaiting for resoures or servies. Fairness is the opposite of prioritized aess and sheduling poliies,adopted to support QoS and multimedia appliations.� Stability: a stable system should not have any utuating behavior resulting in a redution of theaverage Throughput and Utilization. Adaptive protools should be evaluated under the stabilityviewpoint. Many fators ontribute to make the system unstable.� Reliability: this onept de�nes a measure of the system reliability with respet to many failures thatan be expeted, e.g., network partition and broken paths. The reliability an be evaluated as aprobability measure of failures, and as a measure of the failure-reovery delay.� Salability: a salable system is obtained when protools and management reat and adapt in theopportune way to hanges in the system fators like load and number of MHs. A salable system isa system in whih performane sales with no ollapse. If a ollapse is given, it would be interestingto �nd information about the saturation point, i.e. the limit the system an sustain, and the reoverytime from saturation onditions. A typial example is given by ongestion problems.� Power onsumption: most MHs are battery powered, and a maximum energy eÆieny is required forevery task performed, inluding system maintenane, transmission and reeption of data.3 Simulation tehniquesIn this setion, we shall introdue the basi terminology and major issues pertaining to simulation tehniques.Before, we proeed further, we must draw distintions between di�erent types of simulations: ontinuous,disrete, and hybrid.Continuous simulation models the situation in whih hanges in state our smoothly and ontinuouslyin time, e.g., the ow of liquid through a pipeline, weather modeling, and iruit level simulation of eletroniomponents. Continuous simulation models often involve di�erene or di�erential equations that represent23



While Not Empty (EventQueue) Dodequeue (m) /* earliest event from EventQueue */update (lok)simulate (m)enqueue() /* enqueue any events produed */EndWhileFigure 5: Basi Sequential Disrete Event Simulation Algorithmertain aspets of the system. Disrete simulation refers to the modeling tehnique in whih hanges to thestate of the model an our only at ountable points in time [21, 57℄. For example, in logi simulation,the iruit is simulated by assuming that node voltages only take on values from a �nite set (say, 0 and 1)and that transitions between values are instantaneous; in swith-level simulation, transistors are simulatedas swithes that an be either opened or losed. Digital omputing systems, omputer and ommuniationsystems, and queueing systems (suh as bank teller and job shops) are other examples of disrete eventsystems. Many systems are hybrid, that is, ombinations of disrete and ontinuous harateristis. Anexample of a hybrid system is an unloading dok where tankers queue up to unload their oil through apipeline. The deision of whether to use a disrete or ontinuous model for a partiular system depends onthe spei� objetives of the study. For example, a model of traÆ ow on a freeway would be disrete if theharateristis and movement of individual ars were important. Alternatively, if the ars an be treated inthe \aggregate", the ow of traÆ an be desribed by di�erential equations in a ontinuous model.In this hapter, we are interested into disrete systems whih an be simulated by disrete-event simu-lations. In a disrete-event simulation the model evolution is de�ned by instantaneous events. Eah eventorresponds to a transition in a portion of the model state, omposed of state variables, eah desribinga harateristi of the model. Eah event also has a simulation time assoiated with it, alled timestamp,whih de�nes its ourrene time. Eah event may in turn generate new future events.The generation of new events and the dependeny of their transitions on state variables that previousevents may have updated, de�ne a relation of ausal order (a partial order) among events. Related eventsare said to be ausally dependent, whereas unrelated ones are alled onurrent. In order to guaranteethe orretness of the simulation, onurrent events may be safely proessed in any order in a simulation,whereas ausally dependent events must be proessed aording to the ausal order. Thus, to ensure thestrit hronologial order, events are proessed one at a time, resulting in an (apparently) sequential program.A typial template for a sequential simulation is given in Figure 5.Disrete systems an be simulated by disrete-event simulations. Many methods have been proposedin the literature for implementing disrete systems. They an be broadly lassi�ed into two groups, thesynhronous and the asynhronous methods. In synhronous disrete event simulation, all objets in thesimulation progress forward in simulation time together, in synhrony, with no objet ahead in time of any24



other. The usual queue implementations for sequential simulation are all synhronous methods. In ontrast,an asynhronous method permits some objets to simulate ahead in time while others lag behind. Of ourse,an asynhronous method must inlude some mehanism for ensuring that when an objet that is \behind"shedules an event for exeution by an objet that is \ahead" it does not ause any events to be exeuted inthe wrong order.In this hapter, we are interested into modeling and simulation of wireless and mobile networks basedupon asynhronous disrete event simulation tools.3.1 Sequential network simulation testbedsIn this setion, we shall review several network simulators that have been widely used by both aademia andindustry ommunities.OPNET (Optimized Network Engineering Tool) [47℄ provides a omprehensive development environmentfor the spei�ation, simulation and performane analysis of wired and wireless networks. It is based upona sequential disrete event simulation paradigm using a hierarhial modeling struture, where eah level ofthe hierarhy represent di�erent aspets of the omplete model that is being simulated. It provides powerfultools to assist users to build their simulation model, and for output analysis. OPNET has been used quitesuessfully within the wireless network ommunity. Though, everybody agrees that OPNET does not salequite well. To the best of our knowledge, salability is a major problem in most of the ommerial simulatortools. Our experienes with OPNET indiate that it does have the salability problem, it takes too long torun the simulation, and one has to spend a large amount of time to understand how to use. Furthermore, itis a ommerial produt, and one has to pay a large amount of money to buy it.Reently, a federated simulation approah has been investigated to enhane and parallelize OPNET.Eah federate is basially a sequential simulator modeling a subnetwork of the simulated model. Although,reent results were quite enouraging, the work is still at an early stage [63℄.INSANE, a network simulator, was designed to test various IP over-ATM algorithms with realistitraÆ load derived from empirial traÆ measurements. Although the simulator provides an easy approahto hek the progress of multiple running simulation proesses, we �nd it quite restritive to ATM networksimulations.NetSim is another network simulator. It was designed to provide detailed simulation of the Ethernet,inluding realisti modeling of signal propagation, ollision detetion and handling proess.OMNeT++ [46℄ is a freely distributed, objet-oriented, modular disrete event simulator written inC++. It is designed for general-purpose disrete event simulation, and provides some model libraries forommuniation protools and network systems. NED, a network desriptor language, an be used to assistthe modeler in the model de�nition based on system modules written in C++. OMNeT++ support forparallel exeution and parallel disrete event simulation is an ongoing researh ativity.The network simulator ns-2 [45℄ is a disrete event simulator that provides substantial support for25



simulation of TCP, routing, and multiast protools over wired, wireless (loal and satellite) networks,and wireless multihop ad ho networks. ns-2 began as a variant of the REAL network simulator in 1989and has evolved substantially over the past few years. Sine then, it has inluded substantial ontributionsfrom other researhers, inluding wireless ode from the UCB Daedelus and CMU Monarh projets and SunMirosystems. ns-2 is written in C++, and it uses OTl, an objet oriented version of tl, as a ommand andon�guration interfae. The interfae ode to the OTl interpreter is separate from the main simulator, andomplex objets are deomposed into simpler omponents for greater exibility and omposability. Although,ns-2 is widely in use within the wireless networking ommunities, it is not a �ne tuned and �nished produt,and it is still a result of an on-going e�ort of researh and development. In partiular, bugs in the softwareare still being disovered and orreted. Users of ns are mainly responsible for verifying for themselves thattheir simulations are not invalidated by bugs.Among all the existing network simulators, ns-2 is most popular tool used by both wireless and wiredommunities. It has also been extended to mobile ad ho networks as well. The major drawbak of ns-2is the exeution time of the simulation, mainly due to the sequential implementation of the disrete eventsimulator. While it is quite easy to use, run, or modify pre-existing models, it requires a large amount oftime to study the inside of ns-2 before a simulation modeler develops new models.A few researhers have investigated ways to speed up the running time of the simulation using ns-2. Weshall desribe them in the next setion.3.2 Parallel and distributed simulationDue to enormous omputational requirements by a sequential simulator for omplex wireless systems, paralleldisrete event simulation tehniques [48, 14, 39, 40, 65, 43℄ are often studied to redue the exeution time ofthe simulation models. Before, we proeed further, let us introdue the basi terminology and major issuespertaining to parallel and distributed simulation. A parallel or distributed simulation should provide thesame solution to a problem as a sequential simulation.3.2.1 Priniples of parallel and distributed simulationTo ensure the strit hronologial order in large sale simulation, events are proessed one at a time, resultingin an (apparently) sequential program.Only by eliminating the event list in its traditional form so as to apture the interdependene of theproess being simulated an additional parallelism be obtained [16℄. This is the objetive of parallel simu-lation. Indeed, parallel simulation shows a great potential in terms of exploiting the inherent parallelism ofthe system, and the onurreny among events to ahieve exeution speedup. Good surveys of the literaturemay be found in [21℄.A parallel simulator is omposed of a set of logial proesses (LP ) whih interat by means of messages,eah arrying an event and its timestamp, thus alled event messages. Eah LP is responsible for managing26



a subset of the model state, alled loal state. Eah event e reeived by an LP represents a transition in itsloal state. The events sheduled by the simulation of e are sent as event messages to neighboring LPs tobe simulated aordingly. In a simulation, events must always be exeuted in inreasing order. Anomalousbehavior might then result if an event is inorretly simulated earlier in real time and a�ets state variablesused by subsequent events. In the physial model this would represent a situation in whih future eventsould inuene the present. This is referred as ausality error. Several synhronization protools have beenproposed to deal with this problem. These tehniques an be lassi�ed into two groups: onservative andoptimisti. While onservative synhronization tehniques rely on bloking to avoid violation of dependeneonstraints, optimisti methods rely on deteting synhronization errors at run-time and on reovery usinga rollbak mehanism.3.2.2 Conservative simulationConservative approahes enfore event ausality by requiring that eah logial proess (LP) elaborates anevent only if it is ertain that it will not reeive an earlier event. Consequently, events are always exeutedin hronologial order at any LP. Eah logial proess LPi maintains an input queue (lij) for eah of itsneighbor LPj . In the ase that one or more (input) queues are empty, the LP is bloked beause an eventwith a smaller time stamp than the time stamp of the waiting events might yet arrive at an empty queue.This mehanism implies that only unbloked LPs an exeute in parallel. If all the LPs were bloked, thesimulation would be deadloked. Ensuring synhronization and avoiding deadloks are the entral problemsin the onservative approah. Several shemes have been proposed to alleviate this problem. In [16℄, theauthors employ null messages in order to avoid deadloks and to inrease the parallelism of the simulation.When an event is sent on an output link a null message bearing the same time stamp as the event messageis sent on all other output links. As is well known, it is possible to generate an inordinate number of nullmessages under this sheme, nullifying any performane gain [21℄.As a result, a number of attempts to optimize this basi sheme have appeared in the literature. Forexample, in [57℄, the authors refrain from sending null messages until suh time as the LP beomes bloked.They refer to this approah as eager events, lazy null messages. They reported some suess in usingvariations of Chandy-Misra approahes to speed up logi simulation.Boukerhe and Tropper [10℄ employed the following approah. In the event that a null message is queuedat an LP and a subsequent message (either null or event) arrives on the same hannel, they overwrite the(old) null message with the new message. A Single bu�er is assoiated with eah input hannel at an LP tostore null messages, thereby saving spae as well as the time required to perform the queuing and de-queuingoperations assoiated with null messages. Good surveys of onservative tehniques might be found in [11, 21℄.
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3.2.3 Optimisti approahTime Warp is based on an optimisti approah and enfores the ausal order among events as follows: eventsare greedily simulated in timestamp order until no event messages remain or until a message arrives inthe \past" (a straggler). Upon reeiving a straggler, the proess exeution is interrupted, and a rollbakation takes plae using anti-messages. Eah message is given a sign; positive messages indiate ordinaryevents, whereas negative messages indiate the need to retrat any orresponding event that was previouslyproessed. Similar messages that have di�erent signs are alled anti-messages. If a negative message isreeived, the message and the orresponding anti-message are both annihilated. A rollbak onsists of thefollowing three phases: i) restoration: the latest state (with respet to simulation time) valid before thestraggler's timestamp replaes the urrent state, and suessive states are disarded from the state queue;ii) anellation: the negative opies of messages whih were produed at simulation times suessive to thestraggler's timestamp are sent to the proper proesses, to possibly ativate rollbaks there; and iii) oasting-forward: the e�etive state whih is valid at the straggler's timestamp is omputed by starting from therestored state and by elaborating those messages with a timestamp up to the stragglers; during this phaseno message is produed. Rollbaks are made possible by means of state hekpointing. The whole state ofthe proess is hekpointed into the state queue aording to some disipline [49℄.To minimize the storage overhead required to perform rollbaks, and to detet the termination of LPs,optimisti synhronization mehanism uses a loal virtual time, (LV T ), and a global virtual time, (GV T ).LV T represents the timestamp of the latest proessed event at an LP ; whereas GVT is de�ned as theminimum of all the loal virtual times of all LP s, and of all the timestamps of messages in transit withinthe simulation model. GVT indiates the minimum simulation time at whih a ausal violation may our.GVT omputation is used to ommit the safe portion of the simulation.The optimisti sheme is preferred when a system to be simulated ontains high preditability of eventsso that rollbaks are kept to a minimum. Thus, to improve the PCS network simulation, we use a hybridapproah whit both onservative and optimisti shemes.3.3 Wireless network simulators based upon PDESSeveral simulation tehniques have been proposed in the literature [14, 38, 39, 43, 48, 65℄ to speedup theexeution of simulation of large-sale wireless networks. In this setion, we shall desribe them, and disusstheir main features.ns-2 has long been onsidered to be a defato standard simulator for wireless and wired networkingprotools researh. The networking ommunity has long been resisting to rewrite the network simulator,or use di�erent platforms. Therefore, some researhers have tried to parallelize the ns-2 using establishedparallel and distributed simulation tehniques, thereby providing a transparent parallel exeution of ns-2.G. Riley and R. Fujimoto have proposed a distributed version of the popular network simulator, ns-2, whihthey refer to as parallel and distributed ns, or simply PDNS [50℄. Their goal is to use the existing network28



simulator and minimize the hanges to it while allowing their parallel simulator to take advantage of theirproposed and new version of ns-2. They revised the ns-2 syntax by adding a set of diretives that arediretly related to the parallelization of the simulation. Their idea is based upon the federated simulationapproah where separate subnetworks of the simulated model are exeuted on di�erent proessors onnetedeither via Myrinet network, or a standard Ethernet network using the TCP/IP protool stak. A set oflibrary, whih they refer to as Georgia Teh RTI Kit [25℄, is used for synhronization purposes. Conservativemethods for synhronizing ns-2 proesses have been implemented. The RTI Kit is a software implementationof the Run-Time Infrastruture of the Department of Defense's High-Level Arhiteture (HLA) for large-sale distributed simulations [19℄. Muh of the improvement obtained in their design was obtained fromparallelization of the set up of the simulation and not the atual exeution of the simulation.Another projet at the University of Cininnati [33, 17℄ involved running ns-2 in parallel. The mainobjetives of their work is to build a spae-time parallel simulator to study how e�etively ad ho networksimulations an be performed in parallel. At the present time, their testbed supports parallel exeutionof ns-2 programs onsisting of point-to-point links with stati routing and UDP traÆ. Conservative null-messages approah has been used for synhronization purposes. Although initial results are enouraging,this work is still at an early stage.PDES ommunity has also tried to design eÆient simulator for wireless and mobile systems usingPDES synhronization shemes without relying on pre-existing network simulators. Wireless propagationand protool testbed (Wippet) [48℄ is a versatile simulator for wireless networks. It onsists of basi set ofmodules implemented using the TeD, an objeted oriented and teleommuniation desriptive language forparallel simulation of teleommuniations developed at Georgia Teh. [51℄. Its propagation and interferenemodeling at the reeiver MH made simulation suitable for studying dynami hannel alloation shemes. Thepartitioning of the model into multiple zones is done either geographial based or hannel based. Channelbased partitioning gives rise to better speedup due to rare synhronization of zones where a mobile hangesthe hannel. However, how that is ahieved in the implementation of Wippet is unlear. Seletion ofother hannels requires interferene measurement on the destination hannel whih should indue overallsynhronization on all zones.The GloMoSim (Global Mobile Information System Simulator) is a library-based sequential and parallelsimulator for wireless networks, inluding multihop wireless ad ho networking and traditional wired Internetonnetivity [65, 58℄. The GloMoSim is designed as a set of library modules, eah of whih simulates a spei�wireless ommuniation protool within the protool stak. Modules of the protool an be developed atdi�erent levels of granularity. It has been developed using PARSEC (PARAllel Simulation Environment forComplex Systems), a C-Based parallel simulation language [1℄. PARSEC basially adopts a message-basedapproah to disrete event simulation where physial proesses are modeled by simulation objets referredto as entities, and events whih represent the transmission of time-stamped messages among orrespondingentities. Glomosim has been designed so that it an be easily extended and new protools and modules29



an be added to this library using this PARSEC language. It has been implemented on both shared anddistributed memory mahines, and it supports onservative layered simulation in the ontext of wirelessnetwork simulation. The synhronization protool makes use of Chandy-Misra Null-Messages sheme [16, 57℄.Although the results reported in [65℄ show a signi�ant redution of the null-messages overhead, a speedup ofonly up to 3.5 was obtained using 8 proessors [65℄. Low speedups shadow the improvement due to unresolvedausal dependenies. More reently, the authors have reported improvement on onservative simulation dueto better lookahead omputation [43℄.Both GloMoSim/Parse and TeD/GTW systems require the simulation modelers to learn new languageextensions to desribe their network models. Although, GloMoSim, as opposed to TeD/GTW, was designedto make the mehanis of parallel simulation transparent to protool modelers by embedding them into thelowest (hannel) layer. Further knowledge of PDES synhronizations is needed to understand how they work,in order to develop new models, unless users are interested to run or modify pre-existing models.QualNet is basially a ommerial produt derived from GloMoSim, developed at UCLA. It is designedby the Salable Network Tehnologies In. headed by R. Bagrodia from UCLA. Several extensions have beenadded to GloMoSim to failitate the development of new protools for wired, wireless, and ad ho networks.The following summarizes other related work on parallel simulation of wireless networks. An optimistimodel based on Time Warp is proposed in [14℄, whih uses logial proesses (LPs) and uniform retangularshaped ells to simulate large-sale PCS networks. The mobility of a MH is limited to four neighbors only,and low bloking probability is ahieved with a �xed ratio of 50 MHs per ell. Better results were obtainedwith a low number of mobile hosts per ell. In [39℄, another optimisti parallel simulation is presented inwhih the PCS overage area is modeled by �xed hexagonal shaped ells identifying the LP. The MHs aregiven onstant speed and angle of movement. Although the obtained results are enouraging, yet the modelis useful only for a low all traÆ and redued mobility.As opposed to the preeding two ell-based partitioning, a hannel-based partitioning is proposed in [40℄.In this method, when a MH makes a hand-o�, a set of messages is sent out to all hannels available onthe new BS. This sheme may generate an inordinate number of messages nullifying any performane gain.Mobility of MHs is limited to onstant speed and four diretions { North, East, West, South. The MH isdisposed after the all is terminated. A good analysis of break-even points between ell based and hannelbased partitioning were reported.Despite the fat that promising results were obtained in these approahes, most of them ignored real lifepatterns for mobility and PCS network deployment by restriting ell shapes to uniform geometri objetssuh as hexagons, retangles or squares. These limitations and weak spatial modeling of ell harateristisoften simplify the simulation model, and do not apture the auray and realism in PCS networks perfor-mane evaluation. Linear movements have been used in some of the existing works [14, 39, 40, 43℄. In realtransportation traÆ ow, segmented movement patterns, oasional pauses and, most importantly, rushhour traÆ and/or ongested roads, trigger spikes in the all arrival rate. The results reported in [14, 39℄30



assumed a (�xed) ratio of MHs to hannels per ell whih is unrealisti. Furthermore, hannel-based parti-tioning [40℄ reates an MH at runtime and disards it after the all is terminated, thus losing mobility withinalls and requiring unrealisti all arrival proesses whih may be unrelated to mobility patterns.In [6℄, Bononi et. al. have reently de�ned a prototype General Adaptive Interation Arhiteture(GAIA) middleware to be implemented over a onservative, HLA-based, distributed simulation of mobilesystems. The aim of the proposed middleware is to provide adaptive, runtime alloation of model omponentsover the set of federates exeuted on the available set of exeution units. The adaptive alloation is performedin order to balane the need for parallel exeution and the message-passing overhead of distributed simulation.The leading assumption for this work is that mobility inside the simulation model maps on dynami hangesin the area of inuene of every simulated host. If a ertain amount of time-loality is present in theommuniation with the neighbor hosts, then adaptive alloation an redue the amount of inter-federatesynhronization-message overheads. Preliminary results shown that speedup an be obtained in HLA-based,onservative simulation of mobile ad ho networks, exeuted over networked lusters of personal omputers.Reently, Boukerhe et. al. [7℄ have developed, SWiMNET, a high performane simulator for wirelessand mobile networks. Their sheme uses a hybrid approah to simulating wireless and mobile networks,based on a ombination of optimisti and onservative tehniques. It exploits event preomputation due toa simple assumption: mobility and all arrival events of MHs are independent from the state of the wirelessPCS simulation for instane. Thus, all events for eah MH an be preomputed assuming all hannel requestsare satis�ed, and the atual hannel alloation simulation anels events for bloked alls. An exeption tothis fat may be a hot spot, e.g., a ongestion due to rush-hour traÆ or at a traÆ juntion. In this situationthe MHs in that region have very low, if any, mobility and tend to make more alls. This is takled in themobility design by introduing hot spot areas where speeds are redued and all arrival rates are inreased.In this mehanism, all movement and all-related events for eah MH are preomputed assuming allhannel requests are satis�ed. The small portion of events to be retrated due to bloked alls is lateromputed in the atual simulation. The low perentage of bloked alls desirable for wireless networksis exploited by the optimisti portion. Event anellations are done only if a all is bloked or dropped.The preomputation an be pipelined to the hannel alloation simulation, thus minimizing the overhead ofgenerating events.In Table 1, we summarize a omparison of model-related and simulation-related issues for SWiMNet,Wippet and GloMoSim.In what follows, we shall desribe the main features of SWiMNet, a salable simulation testbed forwireless and mobile networks reently developed.3.3.1 Desription of SWiMNet model omponentsIn SWiMNet, the entire simulation model is the result of the omposition of four model omponents: (i)mobility models, (ii) all proess, (iii) BS deployment, and (iv) hannel management sheme. While the �rst31



Table 1: Comparison of Model and Simulation IssuesModel-Related IssuesParameters SWiMNet Wippet GloMoSimMobility Segmented paths Manhattan style Unspei�edCall arrivals Poisson proess Model-wise Node-wiseper MH poisson proess poisson proessCoverage map Irregular ells over Manhattan style Uniform geometryVoronoi diagrams urban environment (hexagons or squares)Signal propagation Not employed Stohasti fading Free-spae modelCall admission FCA RSSI based DCA Unspei�edHando� mehanism Cell rossing indued RSSI based Cell rossing ind uedModel size 54 BSs, 10000 MHs 48 BSs 2000 nodes(short range)Simulation-Related IssuesPreomputation Mobility, alls NA NASynhronization Hybrid Optimisti ConservativePartitioning Cell Based Zone based Stati node based(hannel/ell)Call traÆ 4 alls/MH/hr 6 alls/se 1 pkt/seto system to eah nodeSpeedup 11.8 on 16 4 on 8 6 on 16proessors proessors proessorsthree model omponents are independent of eah other, the hannel management omponent is dependentof the ompound result of the �rst three omponents. Mobilities and alls are represented by independentand stohasti proesses3: loations of MHs are hosen pseudo-randomly, MHs trajetories aross the mapare sequenes of pseudo-randomly generated segmented movements, and all inter-arrivals and durations arepseudo-randomly distributed.As part of the mobility model, the population of mobile hosts (MHs) are lassi�ed into groups of workers,wanderers, travelers or stati users, so as to represent behavior of di�erent users' aross the wireless overagearea. The number of MHs per lass is arbitrary. Movements are modeled suh that a omplete path isomposed of any number of straight segments. This allows almost any kind of movement, by approximatinga urve line with as many segments as required by the resolution onsiderations. Every segment is thenlogially partitioned into unitary trats of a given unitary resolution, whih de�nes how �nely the MHposition is heked.The all model is spei�ed by means of a maximum all rate per hour per MH, and an average allduration. The entire simulation time interval an be partitioned into any number of sub-intervals, eah witha di�erent all rate. Thus, it is possible to represent all rate hanges during the simulation; night hoursmay be represented with very low all rates, whereas oÆe hours with high all rates.By omposing mobility, alls, and BS deployment, the preomputation stage (Stage 1) is able to generateone stream of possible events per MH. The destination of suh events within Stage 2 is preomputed as well.The atual set of possible events, their orrelations, and how they are simulated, depends on the hannelmanagement poliy to simulate.3Note that a disrete distribution with one element only orresponds to a deterministi behavior.32
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� Movement preomputation (Level 1) is omposed of Nmh mobile host inarnations.� Event sorting (Level 2) is omposed of Nells event sorters.� Channel alloation simulation (Level 3) is omposed of Nells ell inarnations.The ommuniations within and between the two stages are shown in Fig. 6. Every MH inarnationproess generates events for eah MH it maintains. Then, those events are sent to the event sorter proess(ES) for the ell where the event takes plae. The MH inarnations are independent of eah other. Thus,ativities of Level 1 are ompletely parallelizable. Similarly, event sorters are independent of eah other.However, ell inarnations, where hannel management simulation takes plae, are mutually dependent.In SWiMNet, the optimism lies in the following: every time a move-in event is simulated at any ellinarnation, the latter optimistially assumes that the all is still on, unless it already reeived noti�ationthat the all was bloked by means of a all bloked message. In the ase that a late noti�ation is reeived,that is a all bloked message is reeived after the orresponding move-in event has been simulated, a rollbakis performed that retrats and orrets the simulations whih follow and inlude the move-in event. A allbloked message is sent by any ell inarnation whenever a move-out event is simulated, if the simulationof the orresponding hannel request event in the event ouple did not atually result in a hannel to bealloated. This implies that from Level 1, it is neessary to keep trak of at least that event whih followsevery move-out event in the sequene of events for the same mobile host. This information may then be usedto onstrut a all bloked message.Rolling bak the omputation might result in the need for retrating an inorretly sent all blokedmessage by means of a all alloated message. For instane, let us assume that a all was noti�ed as blokedbeause of hannel unavailability after a hannel was alloated to another all. If the alloated all turns outto be already bloked in a previous ell, then the all whih was noti�ed as bloked an indeed be alloated.A all bloked and a all alloated message relative to the same all orrespond to a pair of anti-messagesin Time Warp simulations [30, 31℄, hene a sign an be assoiated to these messages. In a Time Warpsimulator, a all bloked message has a positive sign whereas a all alloated message has a negative sign.Due to the optimisti assumption, the elaboration of a simulation message whose orresponding preom-puted event was already elaborated always auses a rollbak. However, the way in whih data are stored inthe simulator allows rollbaks to be optimized, i.e., only a portion of preomputed events need to be involvedin the rollbak, and suh a portion is exatly omputed without the need to inspet any additional event.The simulator is automatially generated by the Master proess whih reads the desription �le of thesimulation model, and partitions the model into two stages. The desription �le inludes: the mobilitymodel, the all arrival model, the ellular system map, the system arhiteture, the experiment seed and thesimulation time of termination. The main tasks of the Master are: (i) generating parameters for every singlelogial entity, i.e., positions, speeds, movement times, et. for eah mobile host inarnation, aording to thegeneral desription of the mobility model; and (ii) deiding the number of proesses per stage, and mapping34



the proesses to proessors. Proess mapping is an important fator in improving the eÆieny of parallelsimulation protools. Currently, a simple stati mapping disipline has been adopted: given a number ofproessors alloated to the simulation, half of the proessors are used for Stage 1 and half for Stage 2.Performane analysis of SWiMNet applied to wireless and mobile system an be found in [7, 9℄. Furtherwork is under study to evaluate its performane for mobile ad ho networks.4 ConlusionThis hapter fouses on several hallenging design and modeling aspets of wireless, mobile and ad honetworks. We presented a disussion of modeling issues related to physial transmission and interferene,topology, mobility, workload and performane �gures for mobile ad ho networks simulation.Modeling and simulation are traditional methods to evaluate large-sale wireless and multihop networkdesigns. However, modeling is often intratable with today's large and omplex mobility and traÆ patternsin wireless and multihop systems. Thus, researhers have turned inreasingly to use simulation studies ofthese systems. Though, detailed simulations of large sale, wireless, mobile and ad ho networks requireenormous exeution time and large amount of memory due to the omplexity involved in the simulation andmobility models. Even on high performane workstations, the exeution time is in the order of days andmemory requirements in the order of gigabytes whih impose restritions on the type of systems that an besimulated.Parallel and Distributed Simulation (PDES) ould be exploited to overome these problems.In this hapter, both sequential and parallel simulation tools for wireless mobile and ad ho networkshave been reviewed. We have also presented some reent examples of simulation methodologies to improvethe simulation run-time of these networks using PDES tehniques.Referenes[1℄ R. Bagrodia, R. Meyer, et. al.,\PARSEC: a Parallel Simulation Environment for Complex Systems",UCLA Tehnial report, 1997.[2℄ H. Bertoni, \Radio propagation for Modern Wireless Systems", Upper Sadle River, NJ, Prentie Hall,2000[3℄ C. Bettstetter, \Smooth is Better than Sharp: a Random Mobility Model for Simulation of WirelessNetworks", Pro. of ACM Intern. Workshop on Modeling, Analysis and Simulation of Wireless andMobile Systems (MSWiM'01), Rome, Italy, July 2001.[4℄ C. Bettstetter, H. Hartenstein, X. Prez-Costa, \Stohasti properties of the random waypoint mobilitymodel: epoh length, diretion distribution and ell-hange rate", Pro. of the 5th ACM int. workshopMSWiM2002, Sept. 2002 35
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